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O
MLD-006 F2F : CHANGING FORMS OF

PRODUCTION AND LABOUR
Time : 3 hours	 Maximum Marks : 100

(Weigh tage 70%) 

Note : Part I - Answer any two essays out of four. Each essay

carries 20 marks.

Part II - Answer any five short answer questions out

of eight each carries 12 marks.

PART - I
Explain how globalization affect decent work in 20
the developing countries ? Provide some examples
from India. What measures are required to
improve decent work conditions in India ?

Define what is Social Dialogue and explain its 20
various typologies ? Also provide some examples
of social dialogue in India.

What are the impacts of Global business order on 20
labour ? Explain it in Indian Context.

How globalization triggers International 20
migration ? Give examples from India.
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PART - II

5.	 (a) What do you mean by delocalization of 12

work ? Explain how globalization causes
the delocalization of work ? Give examples
from India.
What are the Social Protection measures 12

taken by the Government of India ? Explain
two recent such initiatives taken by
Government of India.

What is Circular migration ? Explain it in 12

Indian Context. How Circular migration is
different from other forms of migration ?
What are the approaches in the inclusive 12

development ? Explain with examples.
What is WPM and explain how it promote 12

labour relations ?
What is Business Process Outsourcing ? 12

Explain some of its characteristics.

What are the major components of Decent 12

work ? Explain two such concepts with
reference to India.

(h) What is Structural Adjustment Programme ? 12

How it is linked to globalization and micro-
economic policies of a country ?
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